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Abstract— The problem of sharing bandwidth in a communication network has been the focus of much recent research aimed at guaranteeing
an appropriate quality of service to users. This is particularly challenging
in an environment with a great diversity of users and applications, which
makes it difficult, if not impossible, to tightly constrain user attributes and
requirements. This motivates shifting the burden of rate allocation from
the network to the end-systems. We propose a decentralized scheme for
user adaptation and study its dynamics. The proposed scheme uses congestion prices as a mechanism for providing both feedback and incentives to
end-systems.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Quality of service (QoS) provisioning in the Internet has attracted considerable interest in recent years. One of the earliest attempts to address this problem was Intserv [2], which proposed the reservation of bandwidth and buffers along the route
for each connection which required a QoS guarantee. The approach of flow based reservations and service provisioning has
spawned a considerable body of research both in the ATM and
the Internet communities (see, e.g., [5], [14]). However, there
are doubts about the scalability of Intserv because it requires
network routers to maintain per-flow state, at least for connections requiring a QoS guarantee.
This has prompted interest in an alternative proposal called
Diffserv [1], which is based on distinguishing a small number
of service classes and using mechanisms such as priority queueing at the core routers to provide a differentiated service. The
core network thus needs to allocate resources only on a per class
rather than a per flow basis. It is possible to guarantee QoS if
each connection conforms to pre-agreed traffic specifications.
For example, Parekh and Gallager [11] have shown that, if the
input traffic is shaped by leaky buckets, then the network can
guarantee delay bounds by using weighted fair queueing at the
switches. The task of ensuring conformance can be moved from
the core network to the edges, which typically operate at lower
speeds and aggregate fewer connections, thus making it feasible
for them to police traffic on a per-flow basis. A number of open
questions remain, such as how many traffic classes to have, how
to define them and how to set appropriate charges for each class.
The approach studied in this paper is different and does not
require the explicit definition of service classes. It is based on
a simple and innovative idea explicated in Kelly, Maulloo and
Tan [7] and Gibbens and Kelly [4], which is to mark each packet
entering a switch during a ‘congestion epoch’. Marks reflect the
fact that these packets imposed a cost in terms of delay or loss
on some other packet. End users are informed of whether their

packet was marked when acknowledgements flow back to them
and are then free to decide how to adapt their transmission rates.
One way to implement marking would be to use the ECN bit
to carry the mark. In practice, it may be necessary to associate
monetary charges with marks in order to create the incentive for
users to respond to marks. A variant of this scheme has been
studied by Low and Lapsley [8].
In this paper, we consider a modification of the above proposal wherein the switch assigns each packet a price rather than
a mark. The price is a real number as opposed to a mark which
is one bit. This assumption is to simplify the analysis; we believe a small number of bits of price feedback will suffice but
this needs to be validated by simulation. In a network, the price
for a route is set as the sum of the prices at each of its links.
In other words, when a packet traverses several switches on its
route, each switch adds its price to the price currently carried by
the packet. The price reflects the degree of congestion encountered by the packet and end users are informed of how much
they were charged when their packets are acknowledged. They
are free to use this information to adapt their sending rates in
any manner they see fit. The fact that prices reflect the ‘social cost’ imposed by a packet on other packets ensures that this
mechanism provides users with the right incentives to adapt to
congestion.
The price mechanism studied in this paper differs in an important respect from a number of earlier proposals, which were
based on pricing individual flows (see, e.g., [6], [12]). It does
not require the core network to maintain per flow state. The task
of associating prices with end users is pushed to the network
edges where it is easier to deal with. We propose a mechanism
for users to respond to price information which is motivated by
the assumption that they are trying to maximise their individual
utilities. A related model has been studied by Massoulié and
Key [10] in the limit where the number of users increases to
infinity. In this asymptotic regime, the price turns out to be constant and so the model does not capture dynamics. In this paper,
we deal with a finite user population and study the dynamics of
the network corresponding to our model of user behaviour.
It is worth emphasizing that our pricing model does not preclude Diffserv, for example. On the contrary, it can provide
guidance on how to price different service classes. We have proposed a mechanism for the core network to assign each packet
the marginal cost it imposes on other users. It is not essential
that this charge be passed on in its entirety to end users. A
plausible service model is one of intermediaries absorbing these
charges while charging end users on the basis of a specified ser-

of a game among the users, where  x denotes the single-stage
payoff to user  as a function of the actions of all the users. It is
usual in game theory to assume common knowledge of the utility functions of all the players, but such an assumption appears
unrealistic in our context where users typically do not even know
the number of other players competing with them for resources.
Note that all that a player needs to know in order to choose a
quantity to send is the price in that time slot. A detailed model
of how that price is arrived at through the actions of other players is not required.
The only information available to a user when choosing its
transmission rate in time slot  is the history of prices  1!324 ,
 1!657('(')' , where   89    , and the history of its own
actions. This suggests the following natural framework for user
adaptation. Each user  forms its own estimate, :    , of the
price in the  th time slot,   , based on the information available to it. It then optimizes its transmission rate,     , based
on this estimate. In other words, user  chooses   to maximize     ;!<  =:   . We propose a simple model of
how users form expectations of the price and use this to analyse
the system.
Ideally, users’ beliefs about the price,   , should be modeled as probability distributions. In the particular optimization problem considered above, the probability distribution enters only through its expectation (certainty equivalence is valid).
This would not be true for risk averse users. Secondly, the optimization problem considered above ignores the impact of the
user’s own contribution   to their price estimate :   . If
the function  is known, or can be estimated by users, then it is
possible for them to incorporate the effect of their own actions.
It is possible but cumbersome to carry through the analysis with
this modification. Moreover, its practical relevance is questionable. We are interested in networks with large capacity, serving
a large number of users simultaneously. The impact of the traffic
offered by a single user on the unit price of bandwidth is likely
to be small, and therefore it would not be unrealistic for users to
ignore this effect.

vice class as in Diffserv. The per packet charges considered here
might then provide a basis for setting prices for different service
classes.
An important sense in which pricing schemes differ from
mandated user adaptation is that users are free to choose how
to respond and the price mechanism should be designed to encourage appropriate user behaviour. In [7], [4], the authors analyze a mandated scheme for users to respond to prices and show
the system converges to the social optimum. They suggest that
this should be true even when user responses aren’t mandated.
In this paper, we establish convergence to the social optimum
when user responses are modelled as being motivated by selfinterest rather than by mandate. Our user model is admittedly
very simple and it remains an open problem to establish similar
results for more complex user behaviours.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we model users as attempting to maximize a utility function that
encapsulates their valuation of bandwidth. While it is arguable
that users can be expected to know their value of bandwidth, it is
our contention that most models of user choice implicitly maximize some utility function and there is no loss in making this
explicit. The question of how to characterize user utilities is not
treated here but the results are derived in the context of a fairly
general class of utility functions. The interaction between utility maximizing users can be modeled as a game, and motivates
the adaptive expectations framework that we study in Section
3. This is a decentralized framework for adaptation by individual users. The users receive price feedback from the network
which they use to predict future prices and to modify their transmission rates accordingly. In Section 3, we describe conditions
under which such a decentralized scheme causes the system to
converge to a socially optimal allocation of bandwidth; we also
determine the speed of convergence. In Section 4 we present results of simulations in which the model assumptions are relaxed,
and conclude in Section 5.
II. I NDIVIDUAL

OPTIMIZATION

 We consider a discrete time model of a single link shared by
users. In each time slot  , user  transmits a quantity   of

III. S YSTEM
A. User adaptation

data packets on to the link. The unit price of bandwidth in a time
slot is determined as a function of the aggregate data arriving on
the link in that slot; thus

     

where   

The following assumptions will be made in the rest of the
paper.






STABILITY

    

1. The utility functions are of the form
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and  is a given non-decreasing function. User  derives a utility
        in time slot  , which is a non-decreasing function
of the bandwidth it uses in that slot (the number of packets it
transmits in that time slot). The users’ total utility is assumed
to be the sum of their utilities in each time slot. User  seeks to

maximize
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2. The price function is iso-elastic:
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where
is a scale parameter which is associated with the
physical capacity of the link, and VXW"2 defines the steepness of
the penalty for demand in excess of capacity.

where x % $&('(')'*  is the vector of bandwidth demands,
+,$.-/')'(')-0  denotes the aggregate demand and  $ the
corresponding unit price for bandwidth. We thus have a model
2

3. Players use an exponentially weighted moving average estimator of the price. Specifically, user  ’s price estimate in time
slot  is given by


U

information fed back to users; in practice, a delay of about one
round-trip time is to be expected. Second, we use simulations
to study the effect of users starting out with a value of `  which
is too large to ensure stability and decreasing it gradually. This
mechanism is proposed as an analogue to slow start in TCP for
users to quickly reach a neighbourhood of their steady state rate
allocation.
We shall assume for ease of analysis that all players have the
same feedback delay (\^\ for all  ), start with the same
initial price estimates, : !1 , 2a]H\ , and adapt at a common rate ( `  ` for all  ), so that they share the same price
estimate in every time slot. Our aim is to show that, as  tends
to infinity,   and :   , for each  , converge to the unique
self-consistent price, 7 . The assumption of common price estimates is very strong, but is needed to make the problem analytically tractable. Our intuition is that common expectations exacerbate oscillations and make convergence more difficult; thus, if
convergence holds in this setting, it should be expected to hold
when expectations are heterogeneous. We validate this intuition
through simulations.
Suppose first that users employ the mechanism in (3). Let
 g denote the common value of the price expectations, :   ,
of all the users in time slot  . We have from (4) and (1) that
user  ’s transmission rate in time slot  is given by     {

 >1 r g u ?K , and so the aggregate demand is
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where \  denotes the feedback delay for user  ,   qp rs\ ut
and nkQ\+ -9\^ _.!H is in vK27)'(')'*\^ w . Player  chooses
x  to maximise   y!z{:   , i.e.,   is the unique
solution of
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The assumed price estimation scheme (3) may appear odd in
that price estimates in one time slot do not directly influence
those in another time slot unless they share the same modulus
relative to \  . (If users have different feedback delays, there
will of course be an indirect influence through the impact that
each user’s actions have on the price and thus on the choices of
other users.) This motivates us to consider the following alternative:
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By (2), the actual price in time slot  is seen to be

\  , we take :    :   G .
for "WH\  ; if 
The application of logarithmic utility functions to communication networks has been considered by Kelly et al. [7], for
example; they interpret the parameter >1 as a measure of user
 ’s willingness to pay for bandwidth. Utility functions of the
form (1) have been considered by Massoulié and Roberts [9],
who provide an engineering interpretation
C of the welfare maximization problem for certain values of . The goalR of the price
mechanism (2) is to keep link utilization close to , but at the
same time to prevent demand exceeding link capacity. The form
we consider, which we call the CPE price mechanism, corresponds to constant price elasticity, which has empirical support
in the context of consumer demand [13].
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The users’ estimate of the price at time [-<\
(3) to be
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For the price 7 to be self-consistent, it must be a fixed point of
the recursion, (6), i.e., 7 solves
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This can also be shown using (1), (2) and (4). The solution of
(7) is unique since the right hand side is a decreasing function of
7 . Let ¡ g   g !]7)r&7 denote the relative error in the price
estimate at time  . Using (6) and (7), we obtain the recursion

B. Global stability
In an earlier paper [3], we showed under milder conditions on
the utility and price functions that there is a price 7 which is
self-consistent in the sense that, if all users had 7 as their price
estimate and chose their transmission rates accordingly, then the
price of bandwidth would indeed be 7 . If the utility and price
functions have the specific form assumed above, there is only
one such price, 7 . We also showed that, under the assumed
model of user adaptation, the price estimates of individual users
converge to 7 provided each `  is sufficiently small and the
users receive instantaneous price feedback (\2 ). Moreover,
the users can choose ` suitably if they know V , the steepness
parameter in the price function. In this paper, we extend this
investigation in two directions. We allow delays in the price
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Therefore ¢ has a unique fixed point at zero. It is also clear
from (9) that ¢I $ F !2 for all  F !2 . Thus, ¢ maps the
g
are well
interval !2K}¨H into itself and so its iterates ¢
defined on this interval. We want to find a condition on `
such that, starting from any initial condition ¡i , the iterates,
¡ g7m  z¢Id¡ g , converge to the fixed point, zero.



Lemma 1: If `«
m , then ¢
¤ 
for any initial condition  .

g

 ¬¦

has all its roots strictly within the unit circle in the complex
plane. If this condition holds, then the original nonlinear
recursions (10), (11) are stable in a neighbourhood of 7 and
0 respectively. In other words, if the price estimates enter a
sufficiently small neighbourhood of 7 , then they are guaranteed
to converge to 7 . Convergence occurs at a geometric rate
which is given by the largest modulus of the roots of the above
polynomial.

G geometrically fast

D

D

Lemma 3: Let \¼W5 . If G
`
2rl \!924¥" then all
the zeros of the polynomial (13) lie strictly within the unit circle
in the complex plane. »
»
»

  m  )2e be such that there exists
Lemma 2: Let `
¤
®
®x°
 for all W G . Then
g ¯b G (24 satisfying ¢Id¢I $H
¢  $±¦
G geometrically fast, for any initial condition
0/!27¨a . Conversely, if ¢Id¢I yW« forg any  F«G , then
there is an initial condition / ² G for which ¢   does not go
to zero as  goes to infinity.
g
The proofs of these® lemmas can be found in [3]. If ¢  $L¦ G
geometrically at rate , then, by (8), the relative error
® of the price
estimate, ¡ g , goes to zero geometrically at rate  . Thus,
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`³ G , then the equation ½3 `I G has \«!T2 solutions at
 G and one at J2 . Moreover, the solutions are continuous
functions of ` . We first show that for » small enough ` F¶G , all
roots lie strictly within the unit circle. By continuity this is not
a problem for the roots that start off at  G . Using the implicit
» theorem, we get
function
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C. Local stability
¿
which is¿ negative. Thus as ` increases
from zero, the root at
Is it possible to speed up convergence to equilibrium? This
³2 moves inside the unit circle.
question motivates us to consider (5) as an alternative model of
Let ` i be the smallest value of ` F3G such that one of the roots
adaptation. We are unable to analytically establish conditions of (13) lies on the unit circle. By continuity, for `<k G `i4 , all
for global stability in this setting. Instead, we derive conditions roots of (13) lie strictly within the unit circle. Let Å Æ be a root
for local stability and study global convergence via simulation of (13) corresponding to `]9` i . We have from (13) that
in Section 4B. Proceeding as before, we let  g denote the value
Ç NKÈ  \[ÉoI!B2X!k` is Ç NoÈ  \Q!B24ÉK -a` i4¥
 G (14)
of the price estimate in time slot  , which is the same for all
feedback delays slow convergence to equilibrium substantially
if users adapt using (3).
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Define ¡ g µ  g r7)1!¶2 to be the relative error in the price
estimate at time  . We obtain from (7) and (10) that
(11)
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In this section, we present simulation results to validate the
theoretical analysis
of the previous sections. We consider a link
R
of capacity J2 shared by ten users, evolving in discrete time
as described in the previous section. The parameter V determining the steepness of the price curve is taken to be Ð . Note that
all users of the same
type, i.e., with the same functional form
C
for utility (same in (1)) and the same feedback delays, adaptation parameter and initial price estimate, can be aggregated.
Thus, our simulation results correspond to a system with ten
distinct user types, with the actual number of users being arbitrarily large.

(12)

The last recursion is stable if the corresponding characteristic
polynomial,
»
»





IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS

Clearly, ¡ g has a fixed point at zero. Linearising the recursion in
a neighbourhood of this fixed point (i.e., for  g in a neighbourhood of 7 ), we get

¡ g3¹ 2º!]`I¡ g= ;!k`¥Y¡ gl '

G (15)

It can easily be verified that the maximum value of the righthand side is \J!"2 . Thus the above equation has no solution
unless ` i ¥qW«2srD  \Ï!<D 24 . It follows that ` i W«2srld¥a \!02s .
Recall that for G
`
`i , the polynomial in (13) has all its
roots within the unit circle. This establishes the claim of the
lemma.

Substituting this in (5) yields the recursion,

¡ g ³21!]`I¡ =g   -<`·j2;-a¡ gl ¤ !B2¸l'
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Using (15), we can eliminate 2º!<`i4 from (14). Further simplifcation using the identity Ç NoÈÍ;ÈÊËºÎ ! ÈÊÂËXÍ Ç o
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yields
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Thus, by (2), the actual price in time slot  is
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users under our assumptions. The aggregate transmission rate is
obtained from (1) and (4) to be

 g R ? 
 ?

¾

(13)
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At the beginning of each time slot, each user  chooses the
quantity of data,   , it is going to transmit on the link in that time
slot. The price in the time slot is determined as a function of the
aggregate transmission rate, kÑ  x , in that time slot. User
 is informed of the price \^ time slots later and employs this
information to determine its price estimate and, consequently,
its transmission rate \  -,2 time slots later.
R
If we think of the parameter not as the physical capacity of
the link but as the capacity times some targeted utilization rate,
then the network operator can adjust this parameter to achieve a
desired performance target described in terms of packet loss or
queueing delays, for example.
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A. Basic simulation
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The users have logarithmic utility functions, i.e., < G
for  G )'(')'*Ò , with willingness to pay parameters >1 ranging from G '2 G to G '2)Ò in steps of G ' G 2 . All users share the
same feedback delay \   2 G , the same initial price estimates
: !XÒo')'('.¼:  G 6%2 G , and update their price using the
same parameter ` G 'Â2 .
The resulting transmission rates are shown in Figure 1, while
Figure 2 depicts the actual price as well as the price estimate,
which is common to all users. Observe that the prices and transmission rates change only once every ten time slots and so adaptation is slow.
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Fig. 2. Simulation A: Price evolution

stability, we take ` G ' G 5 for all users. The simulation results,
shown in Figures 3 and 4, demonstrate that using (5) instead of
(3) enables somewhat faster convergence to equilibrium.
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Fig. 3. Simulation B: Transmission rates
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C. Heterogeneous price estimates and utility functions
Fig. 1. Simulation A: Transmission rates

The users now have different initial price estimates, different
utility functions and different rates of adaptation. The purpose
of this simulation is to show that the stability of the system is not
compromised by this heterogeneity.
We take :  G J2 G rl2-À
C
for ; G (')'('*Ò and  ranging from G to G ' Õ=Ö in steps of G ' G Ö
for users G through Ò respectively. Once more, the feedback
delays \  are 10 slots. The model of adaptation is
C given by
(5). Since the region
of
stability
for
depends
on

`

 , we take
C
` G ' G 5@2¬! d ,  G (')'('*Ò , which is adequate to guarantee stability. The simulation results, in Figures 5 and 6, show
that heterogeneity does not compromise stable convergence to
equilibrium.

The initial price estimate of 2 G is pessimistic compared to the
equilibrium price, which is 2K' ÓKÒ . In practice, we can expect even
moderately risk-averse users to start with a pessimistic initial estimate as optimistic initial estimates lead to overcommitting in
the first step, resulting in a very high price. Since we have geometric convergence, even if we were to start with an extremely
pessimistic guess, say :   G +Ô2 G7G , the transient would only
double.
B. A different model of adaptation
The users have the same utility functions as above and the
feedback delay is again 10 time slots for each user. However,
the users now employ the estimation mechanism in (5). This
results in the value `« G '2 no longer being stable. To ensure

D. Heterogeneous delays
As illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, heterogeneity in feedback
delay does not compromise stability either. The figures are
5
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
based on 10 users all of whose utility functions are logarithmic,
with >1£ G '2 and who employ the adaptation mechanism in
(5). Their initial price estimate :  G is 2 G . The feedback delays are \  Q2')'('2 G . The adaptation rates `  are taken to be
G '×5Kr\  . Note that, unlike with TCP, the equilibrium bandwidth
shares are not influenced by the feedback delays.

This paper was motivated by the problem of providing differentiated quality of service (QoS) to end users in the Internet. We
considered the use of congestion prices as a means for achieving a fair and efficient sharing of bandwidth. Users attempt to
maximize their individual utility in an environment where prices
are determined by the collective actions of all the users. By reflecting the social costs of congestion, such prices enable users
to select a grade of service that balances their individual benefit against the costs they impose on other users. Users attempt
to predict prices based on their knowledge of the history of the
price process, and choose their actions to maximise their utility
conditional on their predictions.
We proposed a mechanism for rate adaptation by users in response to price information. The mechanism incorporates delays in the feedback of price information from the network to
the users. We showed for this model of adaptation that, under
reasonable assumptions, the system converges to an optimal allocation of bandwidth: the users’ price predictions converge to
the actual price and their bandwidth shares converge to levels
which equalize their marginal utility of bandwidth to the price
of bandwidth. Finally, we proposed a mechanism akin to slow-

E. Time-varying adaptation rate
The last set of simulation results we present illustrates the
benefits of using a slow-start-like mechanism. The users start
off with adaptation rates ` G ' G Ö which are too large to ensure
stability. They geometrically decrease their adaptation rates to
`   G ' G 2 , which ensures stability. The rate of decrease is chosen so that it takes about 35 time slots to halve the difference
between the initial and final values of ` . The other parameter
values are chosen as in simulation B, which will be the comparator for demonstrating the effect of the slow-start mechanism.
Comparing Figures 9 and 10 with Figures 3 and 4 shows that
the proposed mechanism does enable users to reach equilibrium
more quickly.
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start in TCP and showed that it enables users to achieve faster
convergence to equilibrium.
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